Abstract. In an orthogonal vector space of type l)/(4n, q), a spread is a family of q2n-l+ totally singular 2n-spaces which induces a partition of the singular points; these spreads are closely related to Kerdock sets. In a 2m-dimensional vector space over GF(q), a spread is a family of q + subspaces of dimension m which induces a partition of the points of the underlying projective space; these spreads correspond to affine translation planes. By combining geometric, group theoretic and matrix methods, new types of spreads are constructed and old examples are studied. New Kerdock sets and new translation planes are obtained having various interesting properties.
The unitary group GU(3, q) (with q-=0 or 2 (mod 3)) gives rise to an f/ (8, q) spread on which the projective unitary group PGU(3, q) acts 2-transitively. When q 22e/1 > 2, one of the associated translation planes is a nondesarguesian plane of order q3 admitting an SL(2, q) acting with two orbits at infinity, of lengths q + 1 and q3_ q. The spread X also produces Kerdock sets of 4 4 skew symmetric matrices.
The group $L(2, q3) (with q even and q > 2) produces yet another 12/(8, q) spread, another Kerdock set, and two new translation planes. Sections 2 and 3 contain background material. Section 3 contains the basic idea of the paper, and explains why our approach only produces translation planes of even order of the form q2n-1. That section also contains the crucial nonisomorphism criterion (3.6) , which applies to all of the translation planes discussed throughout the paper. This criterion also makes it possible to determine the full collineation groups of our planes by using the more richly structured orthogonal spreads which produce the planes.
In 4, "cousins" of desarguesian planes are constructed. Section 5 describes the elementary procedure for passing between orthogonal spreads and Kerdock sets.
Section 6 is concerned with a representation of GU(3, q) (essentially the adjoint representation) and the corresponding spread (when q-= 0 or 2 (mod 3)); some of the resulting translation planes are discussed in 7. An irreducible 8-dimensional representation of SL(2, q 3) produces spreads and planes in 8, while an isolated GF (8) example due to Dye [8] is discussed in 9.
Section 10 summarizes all the previous results in terms of Kerdock sets. Automorphism groups are listed; they are subgroups of the groups of the corresponding spreads. The ease of dealing with automorphism groups is an example of the advantage of "extending" a Kerdock set to a spread: the latter has a richer structure. (This is reminiscent of adding an overall parity check to a code.) Perfect 1-codes in certain graphs are discussed in 11. In a sequel we will construct spreads in orthogonal spaces of arbitrarily large dimension over any field of characteristic 2. Unfortunately, despite remarks in [19, 2(b) ] and [20, l(b) ], examples are not even known in 1)/(8, q) spaces when q---1 (rood 6). 2 . Preliminaries. We begin with a brief review of orthogonal geometry (cf. Dieudonn6 [6] ). Let (u, v) for all u, v V and a K. The form (u, v) will be nonsingular, unless stated otherwise (cf. (6. 3), (6.8) (3.3) Y,,'=(y+/-f')Y'(,E'))/y and Y,,=O((y+/-fqg)/y).
The preceding constructions are due to Dillon [7] and Dye [8] .
With each spread ,Y,' of V' is associated a translation plane M(,Y,') of order which was defined in 1. Here, (3.4)
Note that FL(4n -2, q), can be larger than FSp(4n-2, q)x, (cf. 4). Proof. This is implicit in the proof of Theorem 3.5. symplectic form on the GF(q)-space V for any nonzero GF(q)-linear functional T on GF(q'*). One-dimensional GF(q'*)-subspaces become totally isotropic m-spaces, and we obtain a spread of V. Any symplectic spread obtained in this manner will be called desarguesian" the corresponding translation plane is just the desarguesian one AG(2, q") (Liineburg [13] ).
If q is even and rn 2n 1, then we obtain a spread E' of an Sp(4n -2, q) space, and hence can apply the previous section. The spread S(E') will be called a desarguesian spread of an fl+(4n, q) space. DEFINITION. Two spreads E' and E" of an Sp (4n-2, q) space (with q even) are called cousins if 6(E') and (E") are equivalent under the action of FO/(4n, q). In this case the translation planes M(E') and M(E") will also be called cousins.
It should be noted that the process of passing from a translation plane to one of its cousins is quite different from that of derivation or net replacement (Liineburg [13] ). In fact, the planes we are considering have order qn-1, which need not even be a square.
Given a spread E' of an Sp(4n-2, q) space V' (with q even), all cousins are "found" as follows. Form the spread E 5(E') as in (3.2) . Then construct the various slices (3.1) of E. Of course, all that is really desired are slices that are inequivalent under the action of FO/(4n, q). This naturally leads to the consideration of the orbits of nonsingular points under the action of FO/(4, q)x. When E' is desarguesian, the latter group was determined by Dye [8] and Cohen and Wilbrink [2] . It is then straightforward to determine the orbits of FO/(4n, q) on nonsingular points. This was done by Dye [8] in the case of O/(4n, q) orbits. For completeness, we will describe these orbits.
LEMMA 4.1. Let ,' be a desarguesian spread of an Sp(4n-2, q)-space, where q is even. Define V, y and Y (,') as in (3.2) . Exclude the case n =q 2. Then G= FO+(4n, q)F Sp (4n-2, q)f=(SL(2, q2n-)X GF(q)*) Aut (GF(q2"-a)).
The cousins of E' arise as "= (y"+/-f3 E)/y", with y" one of the following types of nonsingular points (where log2 q).
(I) y"= y.
(II) y # y" < y+/-, [G[ q2,-l(q 1)(2n 1)/(one G-orbit); Gyfixes one mernberof , (which meets (y, y") nontrivially) and is transitive on the remaining ones.
(III) (y, y") is a hyperbolic line, IG,,I (qa"--)(q 1)(2n 1)1" with l"lt (at least (1/2q-1)/l such orbits); Gy,, has three orbits on ,, of lengths 1, 1 and q2,-1_ 1.
(IV) (y, y") is an anisotropic line, IG,,I a)(q-1)(2n 1)/" with r'lt (at least q/ such orbits); Gy,, has a cyclic subgroup transitive on Proof. That G FSp (4n 2, q)x, (SL(2, q2,-1) x GF(q)*). Aut GF(q2n-) is essentially contained in [8] and [2] . Thus, G fixes y; consider its action on y+/-. It is transitive on the hyperplanes of y+/-through y, on the singular points of y-, and on the nonsingular points other than y. There are thus 3 point-orbits on y-, and hence also 3 hyperplane-orbits (Dembowski [5, p. Further information concerning these cousins will not be required in this paper, and hence is postponed until a subsequent paper.
5. Kerdoek sets. Fix an fl+(4n, q) space V (where q may be even or odd), and two totally singular 2n-spaces E and F such that V EO)F. There are bases el," ', e2n and fl," ", f2, of E and F such that (ei, f.) &j for all i, j. Of course, Q(e) Q(f.) O Proof. The We now turn to transvections (i.e., elations of PSL(3, F) [6] ,
Let denote the set of all the corresponding singular points (X). Proof. (X) corresponds to a flag in PG(2, F) (namely, the center-axis flag of I + X). By (6.6), To(X) "contains" every flag having the same center or axis as I / X. If the center of I + X lies on the axis of I / Y, or vice versa, then To(X) and To(Y) "contain" a common flag. We can now use the transitivity of (Go)(x in order to specialize Y to Y X'; but then To(Y) To(X) by definition, while To(X) (q To(X) 0 by (6.6). V1 From now on, we specialize to the case F GF(q2). Set a tf for a F, and write K GF(q). Let G-GU(3, q) be the unitary group consisting of all matrices A GL(3, qZ) such that A -= A', and set V {M Vol/r'= M}.
Then dimK V 8. Note that G acts on V (since A-1MA (A-l/rA)').
If M (/zii) V, then Q(M) is still given by (6.1). Since/z, K and/zji =/2j, we have Q (M) K. Thus, Q is a quadratic form V K. Its associated bilinear form is just the restriction of (., .) to V x V. Proof. (i) Clearly, T(X)= V O To(X). If a F-K then To(X)_ T(X)+aT(X), so 6 dim,: To(X) >= 2 dim,: T(X).
Let p 2. Then M-, ]r is an involutory K-linear transformation on To(X).
Hence, its set of fixed points has dimension ->1/2 direr To(X), proving (i) Proof. This is proved exactly as in Theorem 6.13.
The spreads of Theorems 6.13 (i) and 6.14 will be called unitary spreads. For q 32e+t, they are due to Thas [19] . When q--2 (mod 3), they can be extracted from Tits [ Then (N, N-f')F(X))/N is just (7. 3) with tr= 1. By (6.17) , all the subspaces (7.3) belong to E. One type has its full collineation group inducing a group of order 2(q2+ q + 1)lAut (GF(q3))I on the line at infinity (by Corollary 3.7). There is an orbit there of length 2. A second cousin has its full collineation group inducing a group of order 2(q 2 q + 1)]Aut (GF(q3))l at infinity. 9 . One more spread and one more plane. Dye [8, 4] constructed a curious spread X in an fY (8, 8) Proof. (i) and (iv) follow from Corollary 3.6. Now (ii) is proved as in Theorem 7.1(ii), and (iii) follows from the fact that (A9)r PFL (2, 8) .
12.
Ovoids. An ovoid in an orthogonal vector space is a set f of singular points such that each maximal totally singular subspace meets fl exactly once. These are much rarer than spreads: Thas [18] has shown that they cannot exist in various orthogonal spaces. However, they can occur in fl+(8, q) spaces. Namely, the image of a spread under a suitable triality map (Tits [22] ) is an ovoid, and vice versa. The [19] ). Namely, if S is a 6-space of type -(6, q) in an I1+(8, q) space V and if X is a spread in V, then E t"l S is a spread in S. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to recover Y,, from ,E f') S, so it seems difficult to decide whether or not the large number of resulting I1-(6, q) spreads are equivalent; presumably, fl-(6, q) equivalence implies fY (8, q) equivalence.
